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CHAIR BAISA: ... (gavel). .. Good morning and welcome to the September 18th meeting of
the Council Planning Committee. With a quorum present I would like to call this
meeting to order. May I please request that everyone in the Chamber disable their cell
phone bells and other noise making devices and thank you very much. I'm your Chair
Gladys Baisa. And I'd like to introduce the Committee Members. I have Council Chair
G. Riki Hokama, our Hana representative, our East Maui representative, Councilmember
Bill Kauakea Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Good morning, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Good morning.
Councilmember Mike Molina.

And our Paia, Haiku, and Makawao representative,

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good morning.
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CHAIR BAISA: Good morning. And our Council, our, our Committee Member Jo Anne
Johnson, our West Maui representative will be joining us shortly. She's the Vice-Chair
of this Committee and tied up in a little bit of traffic. Also, with us this morning we have
Michael Hopper, our Deputy Corporation Counsel. Good morning, Michael. And we
have our Executive Branch representatives Joe Alueta, our Administrative Planning
Officer. And we also have our Committee staff, David Raatz, our Legislative Attorney,
and Clarita Balala, our Committee Secretary.
Public testimony will be accepted for both items on the agenda today starting in a few
moments. Those wishing to testify should sign up at the Secretary's desk. Testimony
will be limited to three minutes. Testifiers are requested to state their name for the record
and to indicate who they are representing if it's anybody besides just themselves.
ITEM NO. 46:

PARKING STANDARDS FOR
DEVELOPMENTS (c.e. No. 06-250)

RESIDENTIAL

MIXED

USE

CHAIR BAISA: This morning I'd like to introduce the item on our agenda. We have one item
on our agenda and it's PC-46 PARKING STANDARDS FOR RESIDENTIAL MIXED
USE DEVELOPMENTS. This item was initiated by our Council Chair last fall as a
proposal to update and modernize parking standards for mixed use development
consistent with principals of smart growth and new urbanism. The general concept is that
mixed use development encourages alternative forms of transportation including transit,
and believe it or not, walking thus lessening the need for parking spaces.
The Council adopted Resolution No. 06-131 on December 1, 2006 to formally transmit
the Council Chair's bill to the Planning Commissions for their review and comment. On
August 29,2007 the Planning Director transmitted comments of the Planning Department
and the Lanai, Maui, and Molokai Planning Commissions in response to Resolution
No. 06-131 in a 18I-page report. As I understand the Director's report, the Department
and the Planning Commissions are supportive of the concept embodied in the Council
Chair's bill but there are concerns about whether the County possesses the physical and
legal infrastructure to effectively implement the proposed new parking standards.
In recognition of these concerns the Planning Department has transmitted an alternative
bill for our consideration. As a procedural matter, I would like you to note that our
meeting agenda only lists the Council initiated bill attached to Resolution No. 06-131 not
the Planning Department's alternative bill. And if there's any confusion about what I
said earlier there is only one item on our agenda today and that is the Council's bill. So,
if any Member wants to propose accepting some or all of the elements in the Planning
Department bill, the actions will have to be couched as amendments to the Council bill.
I will ask the Planning Department to provide more expansive comments before we begin
our deliberations. First, I would like to accept public testimony on this item. Do we have
any testifiers, Madam Secretary?
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MS. BALALA: No.
CHAIR BAISA: No testifiers. Well, there being no testifiers, I would like to ask the Committee
without objections to close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Planning Department. Mr. Alueta.

Now, we will proceed with comments from the

MR. ALUETA: Good morning, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Good morning.
MR. ALUETA: And Members of the Committee. I'm Joe Alueta. I'm with the Planning
Department. When we first received this bill, the resolution from Chairman Hokama,
Council Chair Hokama, we supported the concept ... in concept the new town, I guess you
could say, new classical town planning principals behind this to reduce the amount of
parking for a residential mixed use type developments. We had some concerns with
some of the proposed developments and the analysis that, that went into it and there ...
and at the same time the Department has been sort of working on its own parking updates
over the past few years and taking notes as to what we wanted changed.
So, we viewed this as an opportunity, one, to put forth some of the other changes that we
wanted that we found that were deficient in the existing code, and therefore, we went
ahead and just redrafted the entire Title 19.36 and incorporated many of the things that
were proposed by, by the Council in their resolution. As you can see from like I say if
you, if you have our, our resolution or our proposal, right, that was sent up, it, one, it
reformats the entire Code into more of a table format to make it a little easier in reading.
We incorporated the residential mixed use concept, the definitions, and the live/work
definitions that were originally sent down by the, by the resolution, as well as the self
storage concept which is different from the industrial storage parking and the shopping
center definitions.
So, basically what we did was we kind of just formatted the existing Title 19.36 using
tables rather than just having an alphabetical listing of all the different uses and then
providing what that parking, minimum parking ratio was. At the same time we
incorporated the, the new definitions for residential mixed use and the parking standards
that would be allowed in them, as well as shared parking and industrial parking storage.
One of the key concerns that we had with the proposed resolution with regards to
residential mixed use development and the proposed ordinance is, is basically it, it
rewrote the entire ... it added a whole section in the 19.36 and copied over a lot of the
standards that were already in the Code and just created, sort of like a whole, a whole
Parking Code within the existing Parking Code just for residential mixed use
developments and then established standards and, and what would qualify. And it set a
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lot area size, what would qualify as a residential mixed use development such as I think it
was 20,000 in the proposed resolution.
We feel that to take advantage of the residential mixed use concept is not, is not, has
nothing to do with size. Okay. I mean you could have a 5,000 square foot lot and you
could do, you know, retail, retail on the bottom and apartments on the top and that would
be a residential mixed use development, and you should be able to qualify for some type
of parking waiver or joint use parking in that matter. At the same time, you couldn't take
a Costco and throw five apartment units on top and call it a residential mixed use
development and, and, and expect to get the same type of parking reduction. The scale is
not there.
And, and, and that, that's the component, that type of analysis didn't quite make sense to
us. And so, we, we felt that we wanted to incorporate the residential mixed use and get
some type of parking waiver, as well as address the concerns that were coming up with
self storage units since they are very prolific on this island. And like I said we, we found
that there was some, not structural, but just formatting issues with the existing code that
the County Planning Department wanted to get corrected. So, we feel that we've, we've
incorporated a lot of the, the issues and benefits and concerns that came down with the
resolution within the County Code without complex ... without creating more complexity
within the existing County Code. At the same time we've tried to simplify the process
or ... and the reading of the Code by just taking it, taking what was existing and putting it
into more of a table format like I say easier, easier read format at the, at the same, rather
than just having to read verbiage from the Code to figure out what your standards are.
We tried to use tables and numbers to make it easier.
At the same time we did allow for, what do you call, address some concerns over excess
parking. Our classic example is, you know, the parking requirement for Home Depot is,
is approximately 200-something stalls. They paved about 416 stalls. So, we have, not
only do we have excess parking but we have a sea of asphalt that really is, is not
conducive to the environment. And so, we're trying to, we were trying to reduce the
amount of over paving by some developments. So, we wanted to at least if that was
going to happen, we wanted to set some standards and parameters. So, in some areas we
don't have enough parking and some areas we have too ... people are providing too much
parking. And so, we're trying to strike a balance in-between.
Other issues that we, we tried to, that come up over the years has been events ...
temporary and special event parking. We added in the new code that was never
addressed or silent under the existing code. A lot of times there'd be a condition with a
special management area. Most prominent would be like say North Beach where you
have a large development and you have hundreds, hundreds of construction workers and
you need to accommodate parking for those workers in some fashion. And it happens
with most, any of the large scale developments where do you put the parking? At the
same time how do you build on the site? So, a lot of times in the past a lot of these
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construction workers would occupy in the case of the shoreline areas beach parking that
was meant for local residents.
And so the Commissions have taken it upon themselves to require offsite parking and,
and to, for them to come up with a management plan either bussing their employees in or
providing an offsite location and that's, has been a requirement. However, the Parking
Code doesn't reflect that and any parking has to be paved with shade trees. And/or it
doesn't ... it's kind of silent and so it's been up to the Department to kind of formulate its
own rules and regulations when do you require paving, when do you require screening
from the roadway, lighting concerns, all of that. And this just allows, kind of formalizes
that ... allows the, the County to do that as well as special events. Taste of Lahaina, you
have a, I mean, you have booths that make up 20 - 30,000 square feet of restaurant that's
going to attract a lot of people. Where do you, do you require someone to put ... that's a
required parking. Do you require someone to build a large parking lot, paved, lighted for
something that's only going to last two days?
And so, again the Code doesn't necessarily address it and so we felt we needed to, we, we
wanted to have that ability within this code to, to kind of address these kind of long
standing gray areas that have come up over the years. Overall, the, the Commissions are
very supportive of the Department's redrafting and amendments to the resolution that
came down. They were supportive of the concepts behind the resolution and they were
supportive of the Department's making the extra effort, I guess you could say, to redo the
whole, whole thing and take the opportunity to make the corrections that we felt were
long, long standing issues that needed to be corrected in Title 19.36.
The, the main things that came up with the Commissions as indicated in, in, in our report,
but just in general I guess you could say, was the parking waiver. The structure of the old
19.36 had parking waivers all over. You had an industrial storage parking wavier. You
had, you had a parking waiver that was granted to churches. And it was just listed in a
variety of locations in 19.36. There wasn't any formal processing or type of analysis to
grant that type of, of waiver. So, you had like I said in one section was churches could,
could get waiver from parking and they could count on street stalls as part of their
required parking. Industrial areas could come in and say look I'm building a bigger
warehouse, you know, yes, it's industrial, but it's basically dead storage for my, for our
construction equipment or whatever. It's not really a big retail space or not really an
active thing. And they could come in and get an industrial parking stall waiver or
reduction from the, from the Planning, Planning Department or Commission depending
on it.
And then you had also offsite parking approvals. You know, you had in the business area
you had a section that just said, well, if you're next to a County parking lot, you can get a
waiver. And then in some areas it said if you were ... if another person had excess stalls,
you could apply for the Commission to get joint use or whatever. And it was just kind of
stuck in. When everybody, somebody had a good idea, they would stick it in, in some
sections but it wasn't really formalized. What we've done is, is taken those three, four
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areas and consolidated down ... them into what we call a parking reduction or waiver, and
setup one process that everybody will go through. It allows for the Director to grant up to
30 percent parking waiver for warehouse, storage facilities, a live/work mixed use
development, churches, and determine, and we would analyze what's the justification for
that waiver.
And we set out the criteria for which they could come in for that waiver. You know, they
could do their own parking analysis. Hire someone to say, hey, you know, my type of
business doesn't require that or where I'm 10cated ... I'm located in a kind ofa residential
mixed area so a percentage of my clients I believe are going to be walking to it. The, and
there's a lot, variety of different factors that go into that in determining it. So, it's just
not, this is, you can apply for it and, and you get this number. You come up with some
type of analysis, and it may be zero, it may be 30 percent. I will say at this point during
that discussion that's when the Commissions, one, there was discussion but no consensus
by the Planning Commission, Maui Planning Commission that they felt that maybe that
number should be raised from 30 to 50 percent. And the Department is, doesn't have an
objection to that increasing the waiver. Because like I say just because you ask for it
doesn't mean you're going to get it. It has to be determined on some type of facts and
analysis.
So, we're not opposed to amending that and having the, the waiver being granted up to
50 percent. Some of the Commissions, Molokai and Lanai, wanted to have I guess
approval of the, the waiver being done by them. We're not supportive of that. As a
compromise the applicant, through a separate process, could maybe appeal the Director's
decision on the waiver if they disagree with the Director's analysis. But it, given the
... given that our general plan calls for the streamlining of the process, the Zucker Report
which this Council paid for to analyze the Planning Department and make
recommendations for suggestions talks about streamlining our permit process. And again
we're trying, we're trying to move permits that from ... that don't require or at least we
don't believe require Commission approval and should be handled internally, we feel that
they should be continued to be handled internally.
So, again, we, we, we would recommend that part being kept in. But those are comments
I mean that the Lanai and Molokai requested. Maui, you know, where the majority of
these parking waivers, industrial storage parking waivers or anything like that, some of
those went to Commission, the Commission has no interest, at least the Maui Planning
Commission did not have an interest in, in taking, continuing to maintain the control over
granting those because they saw it as very, a ministerial process. And they felt that the
Planning Department Director have, has the skill sets to analyze whether or not that
parking study is, is warranted and a reduction is, is warranted. So, like I say, it was
Molokai and Lanai that had the issue of trying to possibly granting those waivers. That's
all, that's all I have. Thank you very much.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you, Mr. Alueta. Members, I'd like to note that Member Johnson has
joined us. Thank you. Any questions for Mr. Alueta? Ms. Johnson.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Joe, and, and if you already addressed this, I apologize, but with
regard to a lot of the phantom parking problems that we have in downtown Lahaina, is
any part of this designed I guess to address those issues where once there's a requirement
for a parking to be made sometimes one space is leased out to ten different people? So, is
any component within this change going to address that?
MR. ALUETA: Not, not specifically. But in the sense that we are, we would be doing the
waivers and the tracking of it is a lot ... would be a lot more formalized within the
Department given our KIVA permit tracking system as well as our GIS capabilities.
That's an issue that we're tackling regardless of what happens with this ordinance. We,
we recognize this as a problem and we are working toward a solution. Like I say it has to
do, you know, I agree with you there's all this phantom parking that, and it has to do
with, you know, just the, the skill sets of tracking who got what waiver. And it has more
to do with the waiver of parking using offsite, offsite parking as, as, to satisfy that, that
concern.
I think that, you know, once again we're going to have to provide if somebody wants a
waiver, we're going to require some form of analysis. And so, they're going to tell us in
the future I want a waiver, I'm going to lease these spaces. Well, you provide me with a
study that says all those space, that, that space is free. Because I've been there where I
go down to that parking lot and it's embossed with the ... another company's name on it
saying parking for so and so and they say, oh, no that's going to be my stall and I'm like
whatever. I understand.
But part of that contribution to that problem in Lahaina is that you do have, like most
businesses, the average life span of a business is three years. So, more, a lot of
businesses go out. And so, and but we don't have a tracking method to say if that guy
goes out, what happened to that parking that he had a lease for. And then that's, that's
part of it that's what's happening is that.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah. And then the waiver let's say, for example, when you're
tracking this, let's say a business is given a waiver but then some different type of
operation goes into that same space. If it' s a business that's been sold or a building that's
been sold, would you still have the same waivers applicable to the new business? Or
would you have to then review once again the whole, I guess, the use?
MR. ALUET A: I think like for like is going to work. You know I mean if, if a retail shop
changes out and another retail shop comes in, I don't see the reason why we would not
grant the waiver or, or, or the waiver would not be good. During, if it changes uses, a
new certificate of occupancy is required and that's when we're going to have to come in.
And again that person may say, well, this person got a waiver I want to redo that, I mean
I want to continue that waiver when they come in for the CO process to check for
parking.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. So that is automatically because I don't know. A lot of times
when businesses come in and then, and they replace something that was there a lot of
times I don't know what all of the requirements are for them in order for them to move
in. I'm sure if they're doing a retrofit or rebuilding, yes, then those permits would trigger
it. But sometimes people will just come in and it seems like overnight there's a totally
different kind of business that's operating.
MR. ALUET A: Yes. And, and what happened is, you know, sometimes not all businesses come
in for that CO. It's only like as you say a certain type of business is required. It's, you
know, I'll defer to Public Works to expound on that more as far as whether or not that's,
if he feels necessary that, you know, when someone comes in a certificate of occupancy
is required that's going to check for the parking and, and the use. But a lot of times like I
say the waiver is going to be, is going to be based upon, and the parking requirement, is
going to be based on that use. So, if you have a totally different type of use the parking is
going to be different, the requirement.
At the same time the justification for the waiver is going to be very geographic. I mean
whether or not, I mean if, if the, if the retail shop or restaurant per se is, is within a good
walking distance of a large residential area, has a residential mixed use component in it,
there's a bus stop nearby. I mean those are the kind of analysis that will go into it.
There's a lot, I mean, that's, that's, that's where it's at. If it's going to be a joint use for
joint parking it's going to be two uses that have completely opposite hours of operation
that's going to have to show that they ... the justification for the waiver. So ...
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: And I'll just give you an example. In downtown Lahaina, I think it
would be towards the Canoes Restaurant, there have been some new homes that have
gone up. What I'm noticing because that is kind of a mixed use area, there's some retail
businesses and there's also some homes, what I've noticed is that the homes when they're
being constructed, there's no garage and there's really no parking. So, I see one of these,
you know, people who bought this home he kind of has a little area in front that actually
looks like it would be his patio and occasionally I've seen them park a vehicle there. But
I can't understand, you know, how we're expecting people to if you move into a house,
and of course they max out to the property line, they're just going as big as they possibly
can and there's no way that they provide for parking or access for a car. Would this kind
of scrutiny and this kind of tracking, do you think that that would also help to at least
identify that type of situation or isn't going to be applied to an individual home?
MR. ALUETA: It would not, it would not necessarily apply to that because this is for the
commercial offsite parking. The residential standards is ... for parking is in the
residential district. So this doesn't necessarily, this does not apply specifically at least the
way the waiver goes. They are, the parking requirement for housing is two stalls and I
believe that is in there. So, in that sense, but they are required. It's just that you, you
wouldn't necessarily in your specific case this doesn't have that much of an impact. If
that person came in for a parking waiver and said I want to use Canoes' parking, then
that's what they would apply for. It. ..
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Because that's a commercial space.
MR. ALUET A: If Canoes had excess stalls, you know, they could say, well, a residential use
could come in next door and say I need to have these two stalls but I'm going to max out.
But it's not really, the, the parking waiver is not necessarily, I do not believe I wrote it so
that a residential use could take advantage of that parking waiver.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah. And, and that's my concern. And I guess what I'll have to do
is figure out on enforcement on the -MR. ALUETA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: --other side why this person is doing from what you described they
shouldn't really be doing that. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, questions? Chair Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Madam Chair, just a couple of questions.
Mr. Alueta, the, the rules for waiver that goes through the Commissions, each
Commission has the opportunity under the ... are you using the State EPA process to
establish the rules to grant the waivers?
Or is this just something internal
administratively that Council and Commissions have not been able to process?
MR. ALUETA: I'm not following you as far as the, the State side. We, we have it in, under our
Page 11. It's called Section 19.36A.140, Parking reduction or wavier, and it sets out the
process in which ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yeah, you have it in there but you already talked about
existing waivers. So, I want to know how was the existing waivers granted and who ... is
it part of the existing code?
MR. ALUET A: It's part of the existing code. If you look under the old code you will see like
where it talks about certain uses -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. ALUETA: --such as churches and then It Just, there's ... like I say it's stuck in as a
paragraph saying that, you know, you could use on-street parking. For industrial storage
use it talks about industrial storage parking waivers. And those are applied as ISP
permits for us, it would be ISP, Industrial Storage Parking, and that was a reduction
and/or waiver. And then, and some of them were handled by the Commission and some
of them were handled by the Director. I, I, I can't remember offhand which was which.
And then ...
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can, can you tell us what would make one request go to the
Commission versus the Planning Director? Is it the amount of stalls being waived or?
MR. ALUETA: No. I think it was just in the code itself how it was structured. I'm trying,
we're, we're looking at trying to look up the old code to see what, where, where it says it.
Hold on. . .. (long pause). .. Okay. Like I said it varies throughout the, the code. In, in
Section 28 or paragraph 28 of the existing code it, it talks about industrial and industrial
uses in M-l, M-2 zonings. And again it says, one parking space for every 600 square feet
of floor area of building or 25 percent of the lot area, whichever is greater, except for
warehouses or storage facilities, in which instance the parking requirement may be
reduced upon approval of the Planning Director based on the provisions ... (end of tape,
start IE) . .. for employee parking and proposed uses. In industrial parks, industrial
parking requirements may be satisfied by centralized or, or shared parking area upon
approval of the Planning Commission. So, again, it just states it the process -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. ALUETA: --and it just says -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yeah.
MR. ALUETA: --it just says who it does but it never set up a criteria or what kind of analysis
and like again what type of. .. what's the application procedures and so ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So, so, Mr. Alueta, you know, I appreciate. Is my
understanding correct you've taken the bill I've proposed to the Council and basically
rewritten the whole 19.36 to satisfy the Department's desire to update the entire off-street
parking ordinance? Because mine was specifically more for the village mixed use to
address that as, and, and of course for Lanai around the, the Dole Park area. That was
part of my intention, as well as how I see currently and potential land use entitlements
coming forward, Madam Chair, on their request that they're trying to move back to the
old plantation method of addressing business residential uses. So, is my understanding
pretty good or? Because you've really changed my, my, in my perception, my
understanding, my specific address and then now it's coming ... gotten pretty wide the
parameters. So, is that a good understanding on this Committee's part, Mr. Alueta?
MR. ALUET A: It's, I, I, I've taken your bill, we felt that because of the, the implementation of
the bill that you proposed would have made the code a lot more complex in the, to
implement it. At the same time the concepts that were proposed were very specific and
the parameters that were set like I said applied, would maybe apply to Lanai and maybe
Maui Lani. Okay. But we felt that that concept of the mixed use development and, and
the, the parking standards for those should apply to the County as a whole not just to,
geared toward I guess specific areas in developments. And the rationale because of the
20,000 square foot lots the, didn't, there was no ... we didn't see the, the rational nexus in
the, in the, in the, in just limiting it just to those developments that were 20,000.
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We felt that a mixed use development could be as small as 2,000 square feet here in
Wailuku and that's sort of where some of that came from because our existing small town
code takes that into consideration for Wailuku, for the Maui redevelopment area.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: But that redevelopment area has specific legislation and
specific standards just for that specific region or, or area that we have by ordinance and
through the MRA established a specific redevelopment zone. So, it's, it stands by itself
and, and ...
MR. ALUET A: It does stand by itself but the concepts of, of the small town planning and the
residential mixed use applies to other areas of the County and that's where, and that's
where your code sort of stepped in. But we feel like, you know, it should apply to other
developments for the reduction in parking and if. .. and to encourage the redevelopment of
some of our areas to more residential mixed use.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And that's interesting, Madam Chair, you know, and I
appreciate Mr. Alueta because he's a professional planner but in my experiences I tend to
take the general view on the 180. I don't think we provide sufficient parking for people
to utilize those permitted businesses we've entitled. And those waivers create situations
where, I mean let's take Hukilike. If you want to talk industrial take Hukilike Street,
Members, which is adjacent to the residential or Dream City. You're not having waivers
to have employees park cars. We are allowing businesses to park containers on the
streets creating safety hazards, sight violations, clearance violations, and we've already
had fatalities regarding those on, offsite on-street parking, Madam Chair.
Those kind of things I think is very disappointing in that we allow to have those kinds of
waivers continue to exist. Or we allow on-street parking on what I consider major
throughways through a subdivision. Now, we have to straddle the median line to safely
avoid those cars parking on the street. So, something's got to give. Either we got to tell
'em widen the roads and have more cost to construction and development or we take
those cars off and have them placed on site where appropriate and limit the waivers to
what makes really good sense, Madam Chair.
I don't think this parking waiver was to allow containers to be placed on the road. And if
it is, then I am happy to amend the law to make that a non-permitted waiver, those kind
of things. But, you know, to get back to the, the intent, Madam Chair, you know, what I
think might be beneficial for one I think can be ... I think Mr. Medeiros can see some
benefits for the East Maui region. I think Mr. Mateo can see some benefits for Molokai.
I think for Mr. Molina he can see some benefits for the PaialHaiku. Because we all grew
up through the plantation era and the construction was built during that time and of
course the old plantation mentality was that normally employees didn't have vehicles.
Everybody pretty much had to walk within their community for their services and goods.
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But as we are moving forward people drive one block. They don't walk one block.
They'll drive one block. Okay. It's just the way things are. So, my, my, my thing is
while I've, I've included portions whereby we can look at the standards and requirements
and that's why, you know, in my proposal we have the minimum. I hope we take into
account that would increase densities, potential densities, if we move to certain types of
village mixed use, Madam Chair, what is existing is going to have to satisfy more.
CHAIR BAlSA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yeah. And, and so, you know, I have my, I'm, I'm kind of
torn. I understand how ... the impacts, cost of construction. I understand what it means
but if we are going to provide the parking, it needs to at least be able to take care the
need, as well as, you know, I'm, in the proposal, you know, we talk about compact versus
standard and we all know that compact cars have grown to become standard sized
vehicles. I mean it is not what it used to be 30 years ago. A compact was really a
compact, four cylinder little tin can. Okay. That has grown now to be a standard size
sedan.
And so, you know, I'm open to the Committee. If the Committee feels we should
eliminate compact category, I don't have an issue with that per se. And I think some of
the things that, you know, even the Department's suggestions, but even in my proposal,
Madam Chair, you noticed that here in the offsite parking, building permits or certificate
of occupancy shall not be issued until the offsite parking plan is approved. And I think
that's a critical component because, you know, I've read the written testimony of, of the
Planning Department. Our Deputy has mentioned that, yeah, eight feet and then when
there's a crunch for space the stall somehow comes seven feet wide instead of eight feet
wide.
And so, I think this approval process assists us to ensure that if we are providing parking,
it's reasonable, as well as useable, Members. It has to be useable stalls because you
provide a sign you cannot use it 'cause obviously your truck is going to straddle another
stall so now you have two stalls you taking up.
COUNCILMEMBERMEDEIROS: That's right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Obviously, then we miscalculated, as well as we've missed
on the standard minimum widths, Madam Chair. I have more to say later, Madam Chair,
but I'm happy to have the other Members share their thoughts on areas of improvement
that they believe is of, of benefit to the draft ordinance. Thank you.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you. The dings on my door testify to that business about compact cars.
It's really funny when you get into a compact stall and you barely fit even though you are
driving what today is presumed to be a compact. So, Members, any other questions,
comments? Member Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair. Yes, I, I, I agree with Council
Chair Hokama about the compact parking. It, it does not work anymore. And for people
that have compact cars and do park in that stalls when, when the other stalls on both sides
of that car are used by larger vehicles that person can't even get into their car to open the
door to get in. So, I don't think it's working. I think we need to change whatever the
standards we need to change for that. I wanted to ask the Planning Department, so this
bill went to the three Planning Commissions for review and comment, is that correct?
MR. ALUETA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Did it go to the Hana Advisory Committee? Did the
Maui Planning Commission assign for review process to the Hana Advisory Committee?
MR. ALUETA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And when would the Maui Planning Commission feel they
would assign it to the Hana Advisory Committee? When, what criteria makes it where
they assign it for review by the Hana Advisory Committee?
MR. ALUET A: The Hana Advisory Committee to the Maui Planning Commission will take up
specific projects that require a public hearing and the, the public testimony is, primarily
going to be Hana residents obviously. So that's when they send it. And so, it's primarily
mostly for SMA's, Change in Zonings, or Special Use Permits. This is more of a Title 19
Code issue. The law requires that the three Commissions review it. It is not something
that requires or Hana Advisory Committee to the Maui Planning Commission review
because once again it's a Countywide issue. It's not specific to Hana and per se.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that. I agree with you when you
mentioned the Home Depot parking that 200 stalls were required and in your estimation
400 stalls were paved. What permits them to do this? Who oversees, well, first of all,
there's a minimum requirement by ordinance.
MR. ALUETA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Is there any ordinance that says they can't go over
the minimum?
MR. ALUETA: Not yet. I mean at least, at least our proposal would.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. ALUETA: But, yeah, no there is none.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, if they're, and under your proposal, if there isn't part of
the ordinance to restrict developers from paving over our grounds with more stalls than
are required, who would enforce that or oversee that during the construction period?
MR. ALUETA: Under the proposal you're talking about?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MR. ALUETA: Under the Department's draft when they come in for construction, as well as
when they come in for their parking count 'cause that's when they, when they have their
building plans reviewed, a parking assessment will be done or how ... what their minimum
requirement was.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. ALUET A: And then we would review it again during the landscaping and parking plan
that's remitted for commercial developments.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I, I, I'm, you know, I'm glad that your Department is
considering this because more than that's required in asphalt, concrete, or other
non-permeable surfaces just creates more runoff water and less area for water to be
absorbed. So, I agree with you. I, I would want them to only pave what's required and
nothing more. The standards of minimum parking ratio, are those standards that, that
have been established as national standards?
MR. ALUETA: I, I can only assume so. The, the parking standards that are in the existing code
and that, that are in our proposal are the exact same. We only changed the format for
those parking requirements. We did not change those numbers - either reduce them or
increase them. So...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But do you know originally where there standards ... where
those standards came from?
MR. ALUETA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
established nationally or?

We're, we're following something that's already

MR. ALUETA: I, I don't know initially. I will tell you that in reviewing the ordinance and, and,
and revising it, I've looked at, I've tried to look at other national parking standards
around the country from California to Minnesota and, and, and in between. And I found
that our, our parking requirement was pretty consistent throughout. The area that I found
the biggest variety or in requirements was primarily in this self storage, and that's where I
had to come up with, we, we tried to come up with a number for the self storage these -- 14 -
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. ALUETA: --parking facilities.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: When we talk about parking waivers being able to be
authorized by the Planning Director, are those waivers going to also be able to waive
ADA requirements?
MR. ALUETA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No. Okay. In the 19.36.080, Parking, it says that the
parking will be paved with asphalt, concrete, or equivalent materials. What, what is
equivalent materials?
MR. ALUETA: Everyday ...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: 19.36.080. That seems kind of broad.
MR. ALUETA: Okay. That's, that's the existing code that you're reading, that's the existing
code that you're reading from -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. ALUET A: --that, and it is, equivalent material has always been like asphalt or there's a
variety of material and grasscrete. The ... 1'11 read you what we have and I think it's
before you in one of your, in, in your binder from the code in which we say, for every
off-street parking, excuse me, no, parking space or area other than single family
dwellings, farm dwellings, guest houses or servant's quarters shall be paved with asphalt
or concrete surface or equivalent. The Planning Director may modify the requirement for
asphalt or concrete surface and allow five parking spaces or 25 percent of the provided
spaces, whichever is greater, to be located on grass, gravel, or concrete masonry grid
pavers. And that, I'm not sure if that's still the existing code or ... but that's what we have
down.
The equivalent, yes, it is broad. There is a variety of material out there now that may
qualify but I think the bottom line is it has to be a hard, a hard surface.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And the concern I raise when it says equivalent
materials which is really broad is we see a lot of areas with rock aggregates in parking
lots. And what happens is those rock aggregates end up on the road, on sidewalks, you
know, and so I would be concerned to allow that kind of materials. And with such a
broad description as equivalent materials I would raise concern to that.
MR. ALUETA: That's why we, we kind of minimized the amount that could be done in
grasscrete. Within the Hana community you do have design guidelines. And one of the
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key design guidelines I. .. is that they're trying to minimize the amount of paved parking
and they basically are encouraging gravel parking in Hana. And so that's, that, that's part
of the reason for a lot of the gravel parking especially, especially in East Maui where you
have higher rainfall. And so, many of those, some developments that have come in we
do not consider gravel as ... 1 do not believe our Director, in the recent past, any of our
Directors have granted gravel and, as equivalent. And what we've done is we've
required them to get, either seek a variance or the waiver from, I mean, in some areas
maybe the Planning Commission, but for the most part I think they've had to pave some
of it, and then their excess stalls that they've chosen to go with has been gravel.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And, and who would be the entity, organization in
Hana that is suggesting gravel?
MR. ALUETA: Your design guidelines. The Hana community design guidelines.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And that's under what?
MR. ALUETA: Under Planning.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Planning?
MR. ALUETA: There was a book that was, design guidelines that was done.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Madam Chair, I have other questions but I'm, I'm
going to, you know, pass for now and maybe go back to my leftover questions.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you.
CHAIR BAlSA: Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Madam Chair. Good morning, Mr. Alueta. You
know based on some of the comments earlier made by Chairman Hokama I can totally
support eradicating the compact stall issue. Because in the times we live in people
driving big SUV s, large trucks they, they take up not only the compact stall but half the
other stall as well that's not designated as compact. So it's something that I think we can
certainly look into.
Just a quick question on I guess Page 4 of the ordinance related to the parking
requirements for self storage along with light manufacturing and processing. Currently,
in the Land Use Committee we have an application for a Light Industrial Park. Can I ask
I guess, Mr. Alueta, how these designations were formulated? In terms of the parking
space for every, for example, for self storage for every 5,000 square feet of floor area of
building for storage facilities, and as it relates to light manufacturing and processing, one
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parking space for every 1,500 square feet of floor area of building. I guess maybe to
dovetail off of what Mr. Medeiros was saying these were, I guess, based on was it
national standards I guess?
MR. ALUETA: Okay. Are you referring from the Hokama bill or?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I, I, I presume ... Madam Chair, our working document we're
working off is that the bill attached to the September 27, 2006?
CHAIR BAlSA: David, is that the one?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Which, which document are we working from?
CHAIR BAlSA: Hold on one second.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I'm looking at the beginning of the ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
December 18t one out of the Planning Committee,
Mr. Molina, is that the one you're looking at?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: This one was attached -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: To a cover letter.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --to a cover letter from you, Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: September-CHAIR BAlSA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --27,2006.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Okay. So ...
CHAIR BAlSA: I'm looking at a document, Mr. Molina, that is dated February 9th

__

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
CHAIR BAlSA: --2007. The reso that's attached.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. I'm sorry. Because we weren't told which document
we're working off of so I was kind of. ..
CHAIR BAlSA: Yeah. There's a number of them in here so it's a little confusing and -- 17 -
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
CHAIR BAlSA: --with the 18I-page report that added to the confusion.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. All right. Oh, well, Mr. Alueta, are you able to still
comment on that -MR. ALUETA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --self storage and light manufacturing and processing?
MR. ALUETA: The, the proposal that came down from the resolution was 1 per 5,000. So, and
then our proposal is 1 per 3,000. Okay. The existing industrial storage, existing code
requires 1 per 600. Okay. So, you had like I say a variety of. .. the existing code requires
1 per 600, the proposal was 1 per 5,000, Planning and the Commissions split the
difference and went with the 1 per 3,000. Originally, we didn't, we were unable to get a
consensus. And so, but at the, at the, it was something that the Commissions talked
about. They felt, they, they agreed with the concept that industrial self storage facilities
are different from an industrial storage building that's say being run by Arisumi or
somebody else or some other company. And so, they felt that the parking requirement
should be eased a bit.
In my, like I said, in my research I saw 1 per 2,000, 1 per 1,000. I saw in Mississippi was
1 per 10,000 for self storage. We kind of just took -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Grabbed the number from the size.
MR. ALUET A: --grabbed a number from the size says what's the, you know, right now we
require 1 per 600 and let's, let's split the difference at 1 to 3,000, or 1 to 3,000 I think that
is what we came up with. And so, like I say it's, it's, there's no hard and fast number out
there on a national level at least from what I can, from my own research that's ...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I know Mississippi they got a heck of a lot more land to deal
with too. But so, the, the, the Department basically I mean if we were to go say 1 per
5,000 I mean it's not something that will-MR. ALUETA: We're not, we're, we're not, we're -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --cause concern?
MR. ALUETA: --not going to fight you on that obviously.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
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MR. ALUETA: We're, we think whatever is, I mean whatever you want to adopt is what you
want to adopt.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. So, you don't see any major concerns then and I mean
if we go higher?
MR. ALUETA: Like I say we've had parking studies that individuals have come in because
before, before it's 1 per 600, individuals when they came in for like say a variance they
would have to go before the BVA to get a variance and they would come up with their
own parking studies. And so, I can't remember offuand what some of those came up with
but like I say on a national level it varies and I think that you, we, we can put whatever
number in I guess that you feel comfortable with. I mean a lot of you have your own
experiences with parking -COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Sure.
MR. ALUETA: --and if you think that's going to be adequate.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much. Members ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yes, Chair, you have something ...
CHAIR BAlSA: No. This is all very interesting. It seems to me that we have several choices
before us today and of course we're not ready to make those yet but we have a bill from
the Chair that is very specific. I think it addresses the multiple uses allowed within a
VMX District. Clearly defines those parking requirements for the allowed usage ... uses.
And because it's very specific it doesn't, it isn't subject to multiple interpretations or
discretionary modifications. Very specific about each type of use and for. .. it will help
for ease in implementation. It's very clear and unambiguous, which will help the County
ofMaui in monitoring of the ordinance.
I think it adequately addresses the unique parking issues associated with mixed use
development. I think that, you know, it's time for us to do something in this area because
for a long time all of us have been attending conferences and talking about smart growth.
And I think the time has come for us to take some action. And if that action is not
perfect, well, so be it. We ... nothing's perfect and nothing here gets set in concrete. I
haven't noticed the concrete mixers outside the door yet. And, you know, if it doesn't
work and there's problems later on, we can always bring it back in and change it after we
have some experience. But I think this is a really positive step and I like it a whole lot.
Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Madam Chair, thank, thank, very, thank you very much for
those comments to the Committee. One thing that I might want to ask the Committee and
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you to consider since I'm, I'm listening and there was very good comments by the
Committee as well as Mr. Alueta representing the Planning Department. Maybe for some
of the categories, and again I appreciate you, you steering it and my understanding is
your preference is to deal with the VMX specifically.
CHAIR BAlSA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: You know, regarding things like self storage, Members,
whatnot, maybe we want to say at a minimum "x" amount needs to be provided
regardless of the size. And then should the use or the facility be, go, you know, start
getting bigger than we anticipate, then we would go to a formula. But at a minimum we
know that no matter what, whether it's 1,000 square feet, 20,000 square feet, at a
minimum you got to have "x" amount of stalls. Because on, for Lanai knowing my ... the
conditions that we have around the Dole Park area and then, you know, the other
Members know their districts a lot better than I do, know that we are not going to get on
Lanai a 20,000 square foot self storage facility around Dole Park. I going tell you now,
Members, it's not going to happen.
CHAIR BAlSA: Never.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And so, you know, for certain things, you know, we can
envision it doesn't fit nor would it architecturally comply with what we have in our
Country Town zoning also ordinance. So, I would say maybe it's something that the
Committee wants to consider that we place minimums for certain categories that make
sense to the Committee. But one thing I can tell you, Madam Chair, is that while we can
work on this, as I understand it, and I'm glad Mr. Hopper is here, if there's an entitlement
issue come forward under conditional zoning and a condition is made, that condition for
that excess parking would be able to override this potential ordinance in, in your view,
Mr. Hopper?
CHAIR BAlSA: Mr. Hopper.
MR. HOPPER: Thank you, Madam Chair. I'd have to look at each condition. But I, I under. ..
as I understand it generally a Change in Zoning because it has to be adopted by ordinance
is, has the same force and effect as other ordinances. And, and typically if, a more
particular one applies to a development, it would in most cases apply in, instead of the,
the standard that's provided in the Code for those developments. Now, as I said I, there
may be cases where that's not 100 percent true but as I understand it that's how it would
typically apply. If you came up with a condition of zoning that would prescribe a
specific parking requirements for a development and that was recorded as a condition on
that property, then that would be the condition that the, that development would have to
follow rather than the condition in the Code that would apply generally to developments.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We, the Committee appreciates that verbal comment and we
know that you didn't have much time to check the statutes as well as the Code. But
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hearing that, Madam Chair, I would say that the, one of the advantages I see of the
proposal that we have before the Committee is that as people plan projects we are helping
to help set the parameters so they can appropriately project anticipated costs associated
with the request or entitlement or, or development. And I think that is one of the areas
that we have had issues in the past where people are coming before us and have no idea
what we're going to require them to fulfill certain requests.
So, the range of when they say, well, my cost could be this to this and we tell 'em that's
absurd. One of the reasons is because we have allowed so many things still open to either
interpretation or a administrative decision on what the minimum standard is going to be.
I think we are moving in the right direction of getting ... (end of tape, start 2A) . .. so that
people know what we expect at a minimum, Madam Chair, at a minimum they know
what to expect. And I think that's very helpful.
But I asked Mr. Hopper that question because an example of good planning and foresight
I can tell you is with the Wailea development. As you go down Wailea Ike Drive on the
left side you see a beautiful grass open area and that is the special events parking. And if
memory serves me right, Madam Chair, if it wasn't for the hardheadedness of a then
Planning Commissioner Joe Franco, who was adamant that it be part of the standards of
the zoning requests, that may not have, that, that may not be there today. And we all
know that has worked very well for the large occasional events that Wailea hosts such as
the film festival or even when the County seniors tend to go for a aloha luncheon. You
notice how that has really worked high to disperse parking appropriately and put it in a
place where it does not impact the continued traffic along Wailea Ike and Wailea, Wailea
Alanui Road system.
And, and part of my ... what this proposal is for is that we can then plan accordingly also
within the village mixed use. I would prefer if I had my druthers, Members, we focus on
the VMX. I think what Planning has brought forward though has made a point. We need
to update the overall off-street category. And they've given us a lot of good
recommendations, Madam Chair, but I want to take one step first and settle this VMX
'cause I have a vested interest. It, I believe it really can be a benefit to Lanai, Madam
Chair, and, and other places in the County. So that would be my preference in support of
your position.
CHAIR BAlSA: Chair, you adequately and very eloquently state what I have been receiving
from the community and I've had people say, you know, we'd like a clear definition of
what we're going to be required to do because it affects their planning and their cost
projections. So they kind of, you know, really would like us to be very specific. I also
very much appreciate the input from the Planning Department. And if our ordinance
needs to be thoroughly redone, then so be it. It needs to be done. Today, of course, we
have a choice and that is to either adopt the Chair's bill, we can make amendments if we
choose, or we can adopt the Planning Department's bill, or we can send this back to
Committee and work on it some more. And, you know, we have many choices here.
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So, let's, you know, after we talk about this some more, Chair, of course will be more
than happy to accept a recommendation from the Members in regards to what we do here
today. Any further comments or questions? Member Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: This is in regard to I, I guess the standards that would be applicable.
And I think, Mr. Hopper, when you responded to Chair Hokama about zoning, what I
oftentimes get confused about is I know our park assessment, for example, people will
refer back to, oh, well, my park assessment at this time was based on a calculation
because that's the ordinance that was in effect at that particular time with regard to
zoning. I understand about a condition because it's recorded with the deed. But if we
have a standard that's applicable and somebody's been sitting on their zoning or their
land use entitlement for a long period of time, what standard will they be held to, the
current standard or the standard that was in effect at the time that they received their land
use entitlement?
MR. HOPPER: Typically, the laws do not, the general rule is that laws do not apply
retroactively when passed. However, it typically just depends on the way that the
ordinance would be, the language in the ordinance when adopted. The ordinance
typically has several different sections. The, the first few in the ones that, that I've, I've
been seeing, and since I've been here for the eight or nine months I've been here, have
been usually it's in the form of the languages adopted in one section. And then in one of
the other sections it will say things such as, this ordinance shall apply and take effect
immediately. Some say, State parks ordinance would be an example that shall apply to
developments or subdivisions that get their final subdivision approval or building permits
after the effective date of this ordinance.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay.
MR. HOPPER: It's generally a good idea in an ordinance to come up with a date that it would
come into, how it would effect and, and it can be difficult, and in, in certain cases
unconstitutional to apply something retroactively to, to developers. Not in all cases, but
in some cases. And like I said the typical rule is that things do not apply retroactively to
developments. Again, a lot, a lot depends on what stage that particular development is in.
Have, have they already had their entitlements? Do they have no entitlements? Are they
going through the process? But it typically it is, it, it would be dealt by on a case-by-case
basis depending on the language of each ordinance. And the typical rule again is that it
would not apply retroactively in the absence of some language that states that the, the lot
would apply retroactively. And in those cases you as Council Members would I believe
want to be as, as clear as possible about how it would apply retroactively.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: And, and the reason I ask this is because let's say we do eliminate
the category of compact, you know, we change it so that, you know, it's just a standard
size vehicle and we don't permit compact spaces anymore. That's one of the changes we
make. Because things change over time if, if we also inserted within the ordinance the
applicability that would I guess be that anybody that's coming forward for a building
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permit at this time that this is applicable to them. Because it doesn't make sense to me to
continue if somebody received a land use entitlement and they're citing chapter and verse
from specific I guess code that they had at that time whether it's roadways or parking
spaces or whatever. If this is the standard now even for fire codes, if this is the standard
now that's applicable, then I want to make sure that when somebody goes to build
something even if they've been sitting on the zoning for a while, that they're held to a
certain standard when they actually go to build. So, does that make sense?
CHAIR BAlSA: Mister. ..
MR. HOPPER: Yes. And, and you could, if you pass an ordinance you could, you know, put
that particular language in there. I know the Planning Department's version states that
the ordinance shall effect upon its approval but there can be other, you know, that can be,
you can change that how that would apply to state that. . .I suppose you could state to all
developments that have not yet received their -VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Building permit.
MR. HOPPER: --all building permits or, or things along those lines. And we, and we could look
at that and would, would want to look at that just to make sure that that's no legal
problems with that type of retroactive, potentially retroactive application. You, you raise
important issues I think. And so, you know, to be aware of them and to account for them
in the ordinances that you pass I think is, is always a good idea.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I, I appreciate that because I've seen it happen before where it
doesn't make sense to use an outmoded standard or standard that is not going to be more
beneficial to the community at the time that the development is occurring. So, regardless
of when they receive their entitlement if this is what we want our communities to look
like I don't want something that was from 20 years ago with a standard that might have
been applicable then. And many of these people have been sitting on zoning and a lot of
their land use entitlements for a long period of time. But I, I appreciate your comments,
Mr. Hopper. Thank you.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you, Member Johnson. That's a very good point. And effective and
retroactive applicability are very important issues. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair. Mr. Alueta, how does the Planning
Department proposal deal with, if anything, the stacking of cars in parking such as at
Island Dodge? Does, does the bill have any oversight on that or not?
MR. ALUETA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
MR. ALUETA: The, the existing code doesn't either. I believe that. ..
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, it would be just a height kind of thing as far as the
Code.
MR. ALUETA: That is correct. Excess, like I say, excess parking or storage isn't, isn't covered
by the, the current Code. Our proposal is trying to get, ensure that if they do provide
excess stalls, they be either not be paved or grasscrete that's outlined in like I say in that
excess parking section. With Island Dodge, I mean I know that if you look back at the
original, if you look at our staff report. I'm not sure if you have it. I mean I'm sure you
have it in your binder.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
MR. ALUETA: And I outlined the, the in my-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: We have Exhibit 4.
MR. ALUETA: ---in my staff report ...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. I was just wondering why, why you have the Exhibit
4 .. AA, you know, if, if the proposal has no oversight on stacking?
MR. ALUETA: Well, in the ordinance that came down there basically was four questions that
was asked of the Department to review and the Commissions to review and that was
ways to address enforcement, -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. ALUET A: --stacking of cars to minimize spacing as they do in Japan, landscaping, and
whether there's less of a need for compact stalls. In my report we, we talk about ... give
you example what stacking was to minimize, and that was the pictures that I showed from
the Island Dodge.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. ALUETA: We feel that at the time we feel that the, one, a parking attendant would be
required and, two, the aesthetic issues would need to be addressed if we allowed for it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. ALUET A: Whether there was, unless the Department was unsure of what the Council
requested and the Commissions review ... compact stalls, large vehicles, the Department
feels that to provide more efficient use of space it should remain in the Code,
enforcement of the use of these stalls should be done by the landowner and tenants. The
County should look into adding a parking test for compact stalls during the motor vehicle
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exams. So, I think those are the, the, the, in the report of what we thought at least from
our Department's standpoint. And at least at the Planning Commission, well, you know,
I point out these things during the Commissions ... compact stalls, yeah, we all recognize
an issue, however, you still like some people like 'em, some people don't. So there
wasn't really much of a consensus to one way or another. Because, you know, as I said,
compact stalls provide a little more efficient use of parking and it's more of an
enforcement issue.
I think that if there's really a problem, you know, of people taking up too many stalls, or
you know, large cars parking in compact stalls or taking up two compact stalls, then the
landowner and tenants are the ones that are going to be the ones that are going to really
have the more teeth in enforcing it because they're the ones who are going to lose out on
customers driving away. As you know, Kaahumanu has, has a few compact stalls and I
can, and during the Christmas time when there's more stalls, they, they, they enforce. I
mean they, they're out, their security is out there trying to enforce people from parking.
They do also ... when employees they, they make arrangements for the employees not to
park and they shuttle them over from the Maui Land and Pine site around. I mean they
do contests to get people to get into the bus. Because every stall represents, you know,
like $10,000 I mean to them.
So, like I say it's, no matter how hard you try to regulate it, someone is always going to
violate it. And it's, and the enforcement really comes from, it's going to really, it's more
effective at the private ownership level because they're the ones who are really losing out
because customers are going to get frustrated and not go there.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The, the only thing is there's no force of law in their
enforcement. It's just something they would want to do to maximize the number of
customers coming into their facility, right?
MR. ALUETA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: They can't give a citation or, you know, so there's no
deterrent for people to do what they do.
MR. ALUETA: Correct. Some stalls, like I say, they're doing it because of the efficient use of
space and they're trying to again get the parking count. And they're limited, you know,
again they're limited by how much they can. And all I can say is that there wasn't a clear
consensus by the Commissions. A lot of 'em, what do you call said, yeah, I like the way
Costco's got it and that's it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. ALUET A: You know and so that's up to you. But, but, but I didn't get any clear direction
from the Commissions when they reviewed it of what to do like I mean they, they all had
their individual preferences so but no clear motion to, to get rid of it or anything.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
question.

Okay.

Madam Chair, just one comment left and one

CHAIR BAlSA: Go right ahead, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you. I just want to add my comments to what
Council Chair Hokama brought up about I know we were talking about off-street parking,
but you know, the trailers and things that are parking on the street. I think one good
example is Eha Street where you have a mix of industrial and residential. And you have
construction trucks, backhoes, construction trailers, boats without. .. boats on trailers,
boat trailers, and they're so wide that they make, they squeeze the traffic lane forcing
people to drive in the other lane. And the other part about that being so dangerous is that
with this very large and high containers and trailers parked, you cannot see the children
walking on the sidewalk and you don't know when they're going to dart out between
vehicles into traffic. So, I just want to make that comments so when the time comes for
us to discuss that I want to be sure that we do.
And finally, in the proposal that you're making, is there a consideration such as off-street
stopping, loading, unloading areas? Such as, you know, we have the MEO vehicles,
which are used extensively by our seniors and so forth that pull into facilities. But if we
don't have provisions for them to pull into areas to unload, it backs traffic out into the
regular flow lanes on the streets. And I was wondering if your proposal addresses that in
any way as far as?
MR. ALUETA: We, we did not monkey around with the eXIstmg, offloading spacing
requirement. We just added a section and, and made it specific. The way the current
code is they just added it as a line item, you know, like the way it is and that's why we, I
reformatted the entire code so that it would be easier to read and say, okay, here's the offstreet parking and loading, the, the parking section or loading section that you need.
Again these, as a planner, we try to encourage the developers when they come in and
primarily the large ones, the shopping centers that even though it's not a requirement we
tell them that, you know, and they, and they know, they know that if you want the bus to
come you got to provide a space for the bus drop off.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. ALUET A: I say all the same thing with, with Piilani, Kaahumanu Shopping Center has it,
and obviously they're a hub now in the backside, but they also have that front area that
they provide as a, as a drop off location. So, something to look at. I think it's, it's
something that most of the private sector, if you have a large project, you're going to do
it. The smaller projects are very, are going to be tight on the space and they tend to just
like you say it's really quick. They drop off, they move on. They try not to make a
dedicated location for it.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Alueta. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. And I appreciate your comments about the
dropping off. I've had several conversations with the Transportation Director in the past
few weeks, and you know, he's working on public transit and trying to work on bus stops
and better routing and pick up and dropping. And I know that this is a concern for him
that he's also looking at. And I'm very sure that we're going to be seeing some things
done shortly. So, thank you very much. Any additional comments from the Members?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Just a question so I can understand this.
CHAIR BAlSA: Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Alueta, you know, we've heard discussion about East
Maui and gravel as one of the materials that could be used for, for the parking
construction. Help us get a better understanding. Gravel is just broken rock. Is that a
very simplistic but accurate understanding of, of what gravel is? Because I mean I'm
sure you know some people may have a different understanding of what is gravel. So, is
it like, you know, or do we have something specific like 50 percent porous such as, you
know, lava, you know, regular lava, of course lava, a' a crushed to one-inch size lengths?
Is it blue rock? Is it the sand pulverized or whatever is considered small, small gravel?
You know, I mean what I'm trying to get a better understanding of this because for
certain special events, for temporary short term use, and we'll take the Maui Invitational
as an example, as an event at Lahaina Civic, part of the special events expanded parking
is on this gravel, loose gravel above the Civic Center, and again it depends if Hawaiian
Homes allows us to, kind of use some of their land, yeah. But I'm trying to understand
what kind of impact, if any, whether it be good or bad and maybe if there are ways that,
you know, Public Works could say, well, if you want to use gravel it must be in a
contained area and the containing parameters shall be hollow tile or grasscrete blocks so
that you maintain as much of it in the area then the concern by Mr. Medeiros, please.
MR. ALUET A: You touched on two issues. One is the required parking which talks about, you
know, the Director can, can, like similar surfaces and I think it's, it's a hardened surface
that doesn't move, you know, around. So, I think gravel doesn't qualify in that sense.
The ... in our provision in the proposal we, we set up a provision for special events and for
temporary parking in which we would allow, we would allow gravel. And I think that's,
so you got two different issues. One is what is, what's going to be required for required
parking that's going to be used on a daily basis. And graveled, as you said, it moves
around. It doesn't work that well. In some locations where it's used on a daily basis but
it's not as heavily trafficked such as, you know, a fruit stand in Hana or someplace, and
where you don't have the heavy commercial activity that you would say in Kahului,
gravel may work and given the unique geographic locations.
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In those specific areas like I said there's a design guideline that sort of encourages it
away from what the Code is requiring. We have trouble with that in the sense that it's
not specific and needs to get a variance meaning like I say the, although, it's in the design
guidelines it's, it's encouraged, Title 19.36 says no. Maybe there should be something in
here that, you know, if it, other material if approved by a design guidelines, another
adopted book that is more specific and maybe in that case gravel could be allowed.
Okay. But I took it from his question that he didn't want gravel so I was, but what I'm
saying is like maybe there could something that, you know, under that. We didn't
monkey with that section but maybe if the Council wanted to add a section that said, you
know, other like surfaces if, you know, if it's consistent with an adopted design
guidelines, or you know, for that region, then the, the Director could then approve gravel
or whatever material was recommended in those design guidelines.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank, thank you very much, Mr. Alueta. I appreciate that
comment you provided the Committee. Madam Chair, I await your recommendation as
to move forward on this.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you, Chair Hokama. The Chair intends to call a ten-minute break and
after that we'll return and complete our meeting for this morning. So, thank you very
much. We'll take a ten-minute break. .. . (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

10:32 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:51 a.m.

CHAIR BAlSA: ... (gavel). .. Members, the meeting of the Planning Committee is back in
session. Thank you for that little break. I'm sure it was welcomed by everyone. Any
additional comments or questions that the Committee would like to bring up before the
Chair makes a recommendation? Ready for a recommendation. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Your recommendation.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much. The Chair recommends passage of the draft bill
transmitted by County Communication No. 06-250 listed on today's agenda and filing of
the Communication. The Chair notes that Corp. Counsel has not signed this bill, and
therefore, would seek the Committee's approval to authorize Staff to work with Corp.
Counsel and incorporate any necessary technical, and technical, revisions prior to first
reading.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much. It's been moved by Member Johnson and seconded by
Member Medeiros. Discussion.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Madam Chair, I'm going to defer to Chair Hokama because this was
actually his draft and I would like to hear his comments.
CHAIR BAISA: Chair Hokama, would you like me to repeat the recommendation?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: I'll be happy to. The Chair recommends passage of the draft bill transmitted
by County Communication No. 06-250 and filing of the Communication listed on today's
agenda. The Chair notes that Corp. Counsel has not signed off on this bill, and therefore,
I would seek the Committee's approval to authorize Staff to work with Corp. Counsel
and incorporate any necessary and technical revisions prior to first reading. And that was
the recommendation. And it was moved by Member Johnson, seconded by Member
Medeiros to adopt this.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Madam Chair, and Members of the Committee, I am one of
course in support of the motion that is before us. I would like to say that I believe this is
definitely a step in the right direction. I would agree that there are other areas regarding
the offsite parking part of our current County Code that needs to be reviewed and
adjusted appropriately to meet the existing situations. But I would not like to hold up this
component that I believe is definitely a step in the right direction. And if it is this
Committee's desire to work on other areas of the parking requirements, minimum
standards stall widths, stall lengths, grassing versus paved, I, I would think that would be
appropriate but I would prefer that it be very upfront and, and open that the proposal is
regarding that whole subject matter.
We have placed a very specific proposal, which is the VMX and tried to expand it to be
all encompassing. I prefer not to move it that way, Madam Chair. So, I'm in support.
Again I believe this brings a lot more clarity and definitiveness in what is going to be the
requirements so that people who move forward in this type of projects know exactly
some of the costs that will be entailed to make it whether or not it be feasible and
economically viable regarding the various uses in a VMX. So, and personally I see this
as an advantage for Lanai as we move forward in our redevelopment of some of our
commercial residential areas in, in and around the Dole Park area. So, I'm in great
support of this motion. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Chair. Member Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes. I wanted the Chair to have an opportunity to at least explain
his view and I think that, you know, at least from my perspective I'm in agreement with
that because that was what we had basically sent forward. With regard to the
applicability, which I brought up earlier, is there the possibility that that language could
be I guess modified in such a way that it would be encompassing? So that if somebody
has a land use entitlement that they've, may have held on to for a number of years that
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until they actually come forward for their building permits or their permits to actually do
the construction that this would be applicable to them. So that it's very clear that they're
going to be held to this particular standard from this point forward and not a previous
standard.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. I'll ask Corp. Counsel Hopper for his recommendation.
MR. HOPPER: Thank you, Madam Chair. I, I do notice that the, the Chair's bill similar to the
proposed Planning Department bill currently says that this ordinance shall take effect
upon its approval. We could look to draft more specific language. This, these standards
would apply I believe I'm not as familiar with this version of the bill but apply only to
live/work mixed use and, and joint-use, joint-use parking, you know, those, those sorts of
issues along with residential mixed use developments, those types of developments. And
I'm not sure how broad it would be. I don't believe as broad as the Planning
Department's version. I, I wouldn't on my own presume to make this change in the, in
the ordinance without, you know, direction from, from, you know, the body in general.
So, I, I, I would obviously
Would you like language
developments that have not
types of language like that?
that could be an example.

be, you know, anxious to hear what your intentions are.
for example such as that, that it would apply to all
yet received their building permits, or you know, certain
I'm not exactly sure what language you're looking for but

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah. And, and that would be my personal preference, Madam
Chair, because I think that way if they have not yet received their building permits,
everyone would know that they would be held to the standard. And that if they wanted to
ask for waivers or if they wanted to I guess know what the project really would
encompass and do their cost analysis, then they would know that this would be applicable
to them as long as they had not already applied for their building permits.
MR. ALUETA: If! may, Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Surely. Mr. Alueta.
MR. ALUETA: That would have applied if it was the Department's bill. This is only dealing ...
the, the proposal on the floor. .. my understanding is for the adoption of Mr. Hokama's
... (end of tape, start 2B) . .. There is no waiver or anything like that. He has established
his own or the, the bill establishes its own parking requirement. And so the waiver is
automatically in there I guess you could say.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay.
MR. ALUET A: So, in the current County Code we require two stalls for every unit. So
regardless of whether it's a one-bedroom or five-bedroom unit you require two, two
parking stalls. In the proposed, in the village mixed use if you qualified under a 30,000
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square, you know, a minimum of30,000 square feet, if you do a studio or a one-bedroom
apartment, you only need to provide one parking stall. So, and like I say this ordinance ...
the changes to the ordinance is only going to apply to those that qualify as a residential or
village mixed use or -VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Village mixed use.
MR. ALUETA: .--the, and, and there are, there basically are none except for the ones that are
coming up. So nobody as far as I can, can say, say I'm not sure if someone could come
back and say I'm a residential mixed use. Possibly. I mean we talked about it. Maybe
some of the industrial area in, on Eha Street could combine with lao Parkside and some
of the one-bedroom apartments would no longer have to have two stalls. You know what
I mean? They could retroact--I don't know. But that's some of the problems that we're
going to have to deal with once, once something is adopted. And that's all. So, there is,
the, the ... provisions for a waiver and all that isn't in here. And it isn't, it isn't in the, in
the existing Code in the format that we wanted. So it, we'll, we'll be using the existing
Code.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: And, and Mr. Alueta brings up a good point that because we're only
dealing with the one component at this time, what will, would happen, now obviously if
we have a filing of this communication, is it also including the filing of Mr. Alueta's
reports and everything? Because I would still at some point like to I guess review or take
that up as a separate issue or would he have to retransmit it? I just from I guess a
procedural perspective I'd like to know how we are going to address the issues that have
been brought up and have received some kind of review that Mr. Alueta and the Planning
Department went through.
CHAIR BAlSA: I'm going to ask Mr. Hopper ifhe can help us out here with that.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Madam Chair, -CHAIR BAlSA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --if I may?
CHAIR BAlSA: Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: My recommendation to you and this Committee would be
that to do the filing of, of the item as you've currently recommended, and the motion is
on the floor and have the Planning Department's proposal resubmitted under a broader
title or parameters that allows us to look at the whole parking ordinance component of the
Code. Because specifically at this point in time the item is listed very specifically for
standards for residential mixed use developments. I think the Committee from my
understanding of listening to the discussion is that they are willing to get at a, the greater
picture and the overall parking requirements whether it be industrial, residential,
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apartments, commercial, retail. So that would be my suggestion and I, I think it makes it
easier for your Staff to appropriately post because it will be more accurately that we're
looking at the larger picture regarding parking than just the narrow currently mixed,
residential mixed use listing. Thank you.
CHAIR BAlSA: Yeah. I thank you for your input because we had already realized that we
could not deal with the compact, the elimination of the compact stalls today because it
was not agendized and it might cause some Sunshine Law issues. That we would have to
deal with that separately. So, probably the best thing to do, and I'll ask Mr. Hopper for
his guidance in just a second, would be to look at the entire overhaul as a separate issue.
Mr. Hopper.
MR. HOPPER: The, the one thing that I would point out is that Chair Hokama's bill and the
Planning Department's bill deal with mixed use parking requirements in, in different
ways. So that if, if this bill was passed and the Planning Department's bill was
resubmitted at some point, we'd have to work that out. We would have to either adjust
the Planning Department's way of dealing with the mixed use or, or I'll bring that
forward to you and you could choose to adopt or not adopt that version. Also, if. .. I
would believe if compact parking was something that would need to be brought up, the
bill, the bill should really go back to the Planning Commissions because they never had a
chance to look at those issues. As far as whether or not it's legally required to go back to
them, it, it may be but if that's going to be part of the new proposal, that's obviously
broader than residential mixed use developments and frankly broader than the Planning
Department's original proposal if that's going to be something. You know, and that will
be up to the Department to resubmit in that case or if it wanted to resubmit to the
Planning Commissions.
But that's just one thing I would point out that the, that the, the bills do deal with, you
know, there's some, there's some differences in the bills that would have to be dealt with
in doing that. I'm not saying that it couldn't be done but I would just note that basically
for the record.
CHAIR BAlSA: Member Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes. And, and, Madam Chair, I can deal with this however you
wish. If you want me to send a separate transmittal addressing the issue of compact
parking, I'd be happy to. But if you could generate something from within the
Committee that would come up as a totally separate item because I don't want to
commingle it with Mr. Alueta's version. And I just think it would be cleaner and then
only that component would have to go back to the Planning Commissions. That, that
would be my, I guess, my wish. Mr. Alueta is making a face so I don't know what that
means.
CHAIR BAlSA: Mr. Alueta, please.
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MR. ALUET A: If I may? Sorry about that. Actually, I, I think it would be cleaner for it to just
go back to the Commission as a whole to get, to get some clear directions to the, to the
Planning Department to take what we have, include the issues that you, you discussed
today such as the compact stalls, possible stacking, or whatever other issues you have.
Because if, if Mr. Hokama's proposed ordinance for village mixed use is adopted as
indicated by Mr. Hopper, it is so different from the methodology that the Planning
Department took. I would have, I will be redoing the entire 19.36 again to incorporate
the, the bill that's before you today and then trying to mix in what we want to see as far
as the structural changes to 19.36 changed.
And, and another point that we'd want to get guidance on is, did you want to have
residential or mixed use developments outside of what Mr. Hokama's proposal allows?
Because you are going with Mr. Hokama's and he has specific structures of the 30,000
square feet and the definitions, you are closing the door to smaller projects that could
meet that village mixed use or residential mixed use and, and qualify for those waivers or
qualify for that parking reduction as indicated in the table that is in Mr. Hokama's bill.
So, that's the kind of instructions. We're, we're looking at it as you don't, you don't
want smaller projects to qualify and to get that type of reduction, therefore, we would
make the modifications just to where we see and take out the rest of the, the mixed use
definitions that we have had proposed.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Alueta. Well, I, I understand his
rationale now because then what he would be retransmitting to this Committee would be
the components that we've discussed, a letter of what areas he wants to address his
concerns, including possibly elimination of the compact stalls entirely, and then the
applicability, you know. So that, that's fine with me. And I support the measure as it
stands, but I want to make Mr. Hokama's proposal very clear that with regard to the
applicability it would be if you've not received a building permit as yet, that those
standards would be applicable. So, do I need to make, I guess Mr. Hokama has a
comment.
CHAIR BAlSA: Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Madam Chair, I think that's a very good suggestion that
Ms. Johnson is asking the Committee to consider at this time. I would ask your
indulgence and the Member's indulgence if maybe we would allow Mr. Miyamoto who,
who under his, their, their supervision is the DSA Division, which handles the permits, if
that is the appropriate place for us to have this inserted into the proposed ordinance,
Madam Chair, regarding when we would make the parking determination. If that would
be appropriate or during subdivision, if a subdivision requirement is in play would that be
the more appropriate time.
CHAIR BAlSA: Mister, I note ... the Chair notes that Mr. Miyamoto has been very patiently
waiting in the gallery for us. Would you please join us?
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I know he was wishing he would not be called upon, but
thank you, Mr. Miyamoto, for your presence.
CHAIR BAlSA: Mr. Mike Miyamoto, our Deputy Director from Public Works.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Thank you, Madam Chair. Regarding the timing of it, you know, once we
get towards, working towards a building permit, Planning does review the plans and
that's when the parking determination is made. We had a recent example where we had a
road reserve where parking was placed in that reserve, and you know, we, before we
would sign the plans we sent it back to Planning to see if we eliminated those parking,
would then this parcel be in violation of their parking requirements prior to construction
plan approval.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. I'm open to the other Members asking
Mr. Miyamoto questions.
CHAIR BAlSA: Okay. Any other questions for Mr. Miyamoto? Any additional comments
about this addition of this clarification really about effective dates and applicability?
Member Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Move to amend to include the language that the applicability would
be prior to issuance of building permits.
CHAIR BAlSA: A second?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR BAlSA: We have a motion by Member Johnson, seconded by Member Molina that we
would include the language of the applicability.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes.
CHAIR BAlSA: Could you repeat that again, Member Johnson?
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: That the applicability would be at, and, Mr. Hopper, I'm going to
defer to you, could you please just, you know, give me whatever language is appropriate
because I'm not the attorney I think.
CHAIR BAlSA: Would you help us wordsmith, Corp. Counsel?
MR. HOPPER: I will do my best, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much.
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MR. HOPPER: Section 7 is the, the section that you'd be looking which currently states this
ordinance shall take effect upon its approval and you can change that to state that
.. .um . .. I'm trying to think of the language. Essentially, it would be a language that the,
this ordinance shall take effect and/or, or this, this ordinance shall apply to all, all
developments, or we'd have to come up with the appropriate language developments or
residential mixed use developments or something along those lines, that, that -VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Not yet received.
MR. HOPPER: --have not yet received their building permits as of the effective date of this
ordinance or something to that equivalent that I'm not being particularly eloquent at the
moment. But I know we've done similar language in the past like that. If there are any
legal problems or, you know, other types of problems I can, we can draft that language
and potentially have other options. But as of now I wouldn't see any problem with that.
It's in fact generally a good idea to state a date where, you know, this is, you know, what,
you know, at what point in the application process will this apply to people. It let's
developers know. It's let's you know who it's going to apply to. And as far as building
permit approval I think that that is oftentimes used as, as the date that it would apply if, if
nothing else, then to at least set a date from which the, the changes would apply. So, I, I
wouldn't see any problem with that. And I could draft language again if the language is
unacceptable to you or if you have any changes you could modify it when it comes back
to you again.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much. And I just wanted to see if Staff had
any comment. If Mr. Raatz had any because usually he's the one that gets stuck with
preparing all this for the Council.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Raatz.
MR. RAATZ: Thank you, Madam Chair. Corporation Counsel is correct that that type of
language is fairly standard and I'm sure we'll be able to find a good example to plug into
the bill. And we'll be working closely with Corp. Counsel on several technical revisions
to the bill prior to first reading and this will be one of' em.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. So, the intent and the
language may differ slightly would be that this would be applicable to any subdivision or
village mixed use project that has not yet received its building permits.
CHAIR BAISA: Any more comments on the amendment? Otherwise, all those in favor say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed no?
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VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Hokama, Medeiros, and Molina, Vice-Chair
Johnson, and Chair Baisa.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVE AMENDMENT TO MAIN MOTION.

CHAIR BAISA: The amendment passes. And ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Madam Chair, if! may, please?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes. Surely.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: One thing that I am thankful the Planning Department
through Mr. Alueta brought up because I would say that would be going backwards if we
didn't address it, was his comment regarding the existing constructed parking and that
someone could potentially come in and ask to have his parking reduced because the new
ordinance, if it does move forward and gets enacted, would allow a reduction. Well, I
would like to make sure that whatever is greater stays. So, even if the calculation as it
comes out now, even with the new ordinance, if the existing parking is greater than what
the ordinance calls for, that cannot be changed.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Because that's what they got the approval for at that point in
time. I know it's the reverse of what Ms. Johnson has said but I don't think it's to our
benefit to take away parking that already exists, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Sounds like a very good idea.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So, I would move to amend that the bill, with Corp. Counsel
and Committee Staff, have the flexibility to insert an amendment to retain the existing
constructed parking and that it cannot be reduced so whichever is greater. I, I know I'm
not stating it in the right legal language and I apologize, but I believe the intent of what
this Committee is considering, Madam Chair, is very clear and that we do not want the
existing parking to be reduced.
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CHAIR BAISA: Do we have a second?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: It's our...
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Johnson. It's been moved and seconded. And the intent
of this amendment is that nobody come in and say now that you passed a new law I'm
going to reduce my parking spaces if it's already built. And we will have Staff work on
the appropriate language and do all of the technical things that need to be done. But the
intent I think of this group is very clear and your intent is clear. Members, any additional
comments on the amendment? Mr. Alueta.
MR. ALUET A: Thank you, Madam Chair. And just a clarification. And this would be just for
existing but not redevelopment, meaning someone just could not come in and redevelop
their project and meet, they could come in and redevelop and get the new standards. If
they, you know, say Home Depot decides to put or Wal-Mart decides to put up multifamily apartments -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: They'd need a zoning change though, right?
MR. ALUETA: --and the, and the park. ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Wouldn't they need a zoning change?
MR. ALUETA: No. Apartments are permitted in the M-I District.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That's correct.
MR. ALUETA: What do you call. ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That's ... you're absolutely correct because we allow stacking
.
.
III our zomng.
CHAIR BAISA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you for that reminder.
MR. ALUETA: No. It's not stacking. It's actually listed as a permitted use. That's how lao
Parkside got built. lao Parkside is built in the M-I Industrial. So that's, that's something
that, you know, a redevelopment of a project they could theoretically come in and say
I'm going to build apartments. And because they were now qualify as a mixed use
development they could use, for the, they could use the new parking standards under the
mixed use development and provide, you know, as I said one stall per for a one-bedroom
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apartment or whatever the standards is when they redevelop. But it wouldn't preclude, I
mean, your proposal would preclude existing developments from consolidating with no
new construction and saying I want to reduce my parking but only if they come in for, if
someone comes in for a redevelopment of a project they could then do it.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Do you have recommendations on how to address that
potential what we would guess call a loophole in, in intent?
MR. ALUET A: I can think of lots of loopholes everywhere. So, I'm just trying to plug' em as
far as I can but I would, I don't have an objection personally if someone came in and did
a redevelopment. It's just that if someone has an existing project and they try to
consolidate with other existing projects to get the reduction that's where I would be
So, as long as there's no new construction or qualified as a
concerned with.
redevelopment to meet the requirement I don't have a problem with that.
CHAIR BAlSA: Mr. Hopper.
MR. HOPPER: I, I think the language is starting to come to me a bit here about the, the, the
original intention that you had would be along the lines of this, this ordinance shall apply
to those that obtain their building permits after the effective date of the ordinance.
Basically, it means that's the way that it's, it's typically done. So basically, it means if
you, that would in effect if you don't have your building permit yet, then the ordinance
doesn't, that the ordinance applies to you. If you already got your building permit, it
doesn't apply to you. That would seem to, that language alone would -CHAIR BAlSA: Would hold.
MR. HOPPER: --seem to as Mr. Alueta said, if the person is doing a redevelopment that
requires a building permit, they would say I'm receiving my building permit for this
development after the effective date of this ordinance, therefore, I can take advantage of
this. You know, if that's your intention, then that's I think how it would work out.
Basically, stating if you, if you get your building permit after the effective date of the
ordinance, you can take advantage of that and, and he'd be subject to the standards as
well but you could also take advantage of, you know, the things that, that could benefit
that developer in that case.
CHAIR BAlSA: Mr. Hokama, okay?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I'll be working on an amendment for first reading.
CHAIR BAlSA: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Are we going to vote on this?
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CHAIR BAISA: Okay. We have an amendment on, on the floor that's been moved and
seconded. We've had some discussion. Any further discussion? If not, all those in favor
say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed no.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Hokama, Medeiros, and Molina, Vice-Chair
Johnson, and Chair Baisa.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVE AMENDMENT TO MAIN MOTION.

CHAIR BAISA: The amendment carries. So, now we have, we have a motion as amended
twice for approval. Any further discussion? Yes, Madam, Member Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I, I just want to thank the Planning Department for looking at this
and trying to look at the comprehensive overview because I realize that sometimes when
any of us send anything forward sometimes we're just looking at one narrow component
that is the subject of our focus at the moment. But because they deal with the Code and
they deal with continual problems in Administration and in uniformity on a daily basis, I
think that it's really good. And I look forward to the discussion coming back around
about the wider subject and then understanding about I guess some of the challenges.
And also going back and revisiting about the compact spaces because in some cases
where you have a motorcycle it may be fine to park in a compact space instead of having
a whole standard space. But I think that that's something that's really important and it's,
it doesn't go unappreciated that they did bring up a lot of very good issues and I thank
them because it's not easy when you're trying to address so many things. And as
Mr. Alueta said trying to plug the loopholes and put out the fire. So, but I also wanted to
thank Chair Hokama for just bringing this forward and for the Planning Commissions for
hearing it because, you know, unless we address smart growth and unless we actually
make some changes in our current ordinances, many of which we still have to do, I think
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we're, we're not really moving forward. And I'm pleased to support this amendment or
this ... actually the bill as amended. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Member Johnson. Members, any additional comments?
If not, the Chair also would like to thank the Planning Department and especially
Mr. Alueta who I know works really, really hard on, on all of this paperwork and
research and drafting. And it's not like this is the only thing that he's doing. I know that
he's very busy with other very pressing important matters in the community. So, I'd like
to thank him. And I'd also like to thank Mr. Miyamoto for being here today to help us,
and our Corp. Counsel. You know, it's really important that we as a team work together
when we try to move things forward. And I certainly appreciate my Committee and how
well we try to work together and compromise for reaching some conclusions and moving
issues forward.
I think that I am extremely pleased with the ability that we've had to work together, and
you know, compromise and, and get results. We need to move things and we've been
doing that. And I want to thank all of you for all of your help and all of your support.
So, with no further comments I would like to ask all those in favor of the amended bill
please say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed no?

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Hokama, Medeiros, and Molina, Vice-Chair
Johnson, and Chair Baisa.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised bill and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR BAISA: The motion is carried. And I'd like to again thank you all very much for all of
the attention today. Are there any additional comments, announcements, or things that
the Members would like to bring up? Member Johnson.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: There's a Budget hearing tonight, the Mayor's Budget hearing
tonight in Lahaina. I believe 5:30 is Community Development Block Grant and then I
believe at 6:00 p.m. starts the regular Budget hearing in Lahaina and it's at the Civic
Center.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Johnson, for reminding everybody. It's an important
meeting that you might want to participate in. Some of us will be otherwise occupied
here. Any additional comments from the Staff? Staff, thank you very, very much. And,
Committee Staff, also thank you. And for those Members ... Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
Yeah.
Thank you, Madam Chair.
Just one quick
announcement. First of all start off with a thank you to Mr. Hopper. Welcome back
home. He went all the way to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and brought us back one of those
terrible towels for those, that wonderful football team the Steelers. So, I'm sure we'll be
waiving this in front of the TV when the Steelers play. And for the public's information
a subject matter which is very I guess has received a lot of magnification is the vacation
rental issue. There is, I've been informed there is a community meeting in Haiku,
Thursday night, 6:30 p.m. So, some folks have asked me to relay that message to all of
us here. So, anyone interested in attending to hear I guess some other community's
issues with regards to that matter. Everyone is welcome to come by. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Member Molina. Chair, Chair Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Just quickly, two announcements regarding Lanai, Madam
Chair. Thursday at I believe at 5:00 p.m. the, the Mayor and her Administration will be
holding a Budget hearing on Lanai. And that is this Thursday. And on Friday starts our
Aloha Festival so you can see I'm supporting the Lanai Aloha Festival's program,
Madam Chair, with activities Friday and of course our grand parade Saturday morning.
So, to all those that want to participate with Lanai's version of our Aloha Festival's
activities you're very much welcome. And it is maybe not quite as up to a Makawao
parade but it is something that we look forward to with our paniolo units and as well as
our alii for the island. So, we would ask everyone to come and enjoy the festivities on
Lanai. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. I'm sure it will be very unique. Nobody can do events
like Lanai, and the reason is it's such a wonderfully tiny community that everyone's
there. It's just wonderful. Members, anything else? If not, this meeting is adjourned .
. . . (gavel) . ..

ADJOURN:

11:28 a.m.
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